Conventional fault-tolerant quantum error-correction schemes require a number of extra qubits that grows linearly with the code's maximum stabilizer generator weight. For some common distance-three codes, the recent "flag paradigm" uses just two extra qubits. Chamberland and Beverland (2018) provide a framework for flag error correction of arbitrary-distance codes. However, their construction requires conditions that only some code families are known to satisfy.
I. INTRODUCTION
In quantum error correction, errors are diagnosed by measuring the code's check operators. The measurement circuits themselves are faulty. One way to measure the syndromes fault tolerantly is to prepare some extra qubits in a special state, then couple these ancillas to the data qubits. Conventional fault-tolerant error-correction schemes [Sho96, Ste97, Kni05, DA07] need as many ancillas as the maximum stabilizer generator weight. The "flag method" [CR18b, CR18a] , however, requires only two ancilla qubits for common distance-three codes. Chamberland and Beverland [CB18] have generalized the flag idea to arbitrary-distance codes. Here, we give an explicit, ancilla-efficient flag fault-tolerant error-correction scheme that unconditionally applies to arbitrary stabilizer codes. Figure 1 compares the flag method to the Shor [Sho96] and DiVincenzo-Aliferis decoding [DA07] methods. In the flag method, the syndrome is extracted into a single ancilla, on which one gate failure can spread to two or more errors on the data. To fix this problem, the syndrome ancilla is protected with a flag gadget. The flag measurement signals the possible occurrence of any correlated errors. Provided that the flag circuit is carefully designed, the possible errors are distinguishable by their syndromes and so can be corrected.
Flag error-correction schemes have been given for several code families: Hamming codes [CR18b] , rotated surface and Reed-Muller codes [CB18] , color codes [CB18, Rei18, BCC + 19, BXG + 19, CKYZ19] , cyclic CSS codes [TCL18] , and heavy hexagon and square codes [CZY + 19]. Flag-based schemes have been proposed also for error detection [Vui18] , logical state preparation [CC19, SCC19] and lattice surgery [GMB19, LA19] . In particular, Chamberland and Beverland [CB18] have formalized the flag idea for error correction and extended it to arbitrary-distance codes. For a distance-d code, they have shown how to construct a flag error-correction protocol, provided that the "detectability" and "distinguishability" requirements are satisfied. (Detectability requires that each stabilizer generator is measured with a flag circuit that signals whenever s ≤ d−1 2 faults result in more than s data errors. Distinguishability requires that any two data error patterns, each arising from at most d−1 2 faults spread among the stabilizer generators' flag circuits and resulting in same flag pattern, either have distinct syndromes or differ by a stabilizer.)
Here, we provide a flag error-correction scheme that applies to any stabilizer code, unconditionally. In particular, the circuit construction relies only on the code's distance and maximum stabilizer generator weight. The key idea is that harmful faults can be approximately located from the observed flag pattern and then corrected right away, before they propagate to correlated data errors. For a distance-d code, the scheme requires one syndrome ancilla and d flag ancillas, d + 1 extra qubits total. No further (a) Shor's method. Prepare a four-qubit cat state and then detect correlated errors using an extra ancilla qubit (red). Apply subsequent transversal gates to the data only when the detection outcome is trivial. (b) DiVincenzo-Aliferis decoding method. Couple the data qubits with an unverified cat state. Then apply the decoding circuit (red) followed by qubitwise measurements, the outcomes of which give the syndrome and information about potential correlated data errors. This method has been extended to measure an arbitrary-weight stabilizer of a distance-three code [CR18b, Supp. Mat.] . (c) Flag method. Extract the syndrome into an ancilla qubit, which is protected by a flag gadget (red). A single fault, e.g., X, on the syndrome ancilla can propagate into correlated data errors, e.g., X ⊗2 . Such correlated errors are signaled by a nontrivial measurement outcome on the flag ancilla, and can be diagnosed using subsequent syndrome measurements. CB18, TCL18] d + 1 for all d (Sec. III) TABLE I. Numbers of ancilla qubits for different errorcorrection schemes. Here, d is the code distance and w is the maximum stabilizer generator weight. In [CR18b, CB18, TCL18] , flag patterns can only detect or reveal partial information about the correlated data errors; adaptive syndrome measurement is further needed for full correction.
In [Sho96, Ste97, Kni05] , correlated data errors cannot occur due to ancilla verification. In the other schemes in the table, syndrome-measurement circuits can be scheduled deterministically; (flag) ancilla patterns provide enough information to correct correlated errors.
qubits are needed, provided that the ancillas can be reset rapidly, in time comparable to a gate operation. Different fault-tolerant error-correction schemes are summarized in Table I . Unlike Shor's and similar schemes, our procedure does not verify the ancillas; no postselection is needed. Unlike previous flag schemes, ours is non-adaptive, in the sense that the flag measurement outcomes alone provide enough information to correct correlated errors; no extra syndrome measurement is required. Prabhu and Reichardt [PR19] have recently provided new flag error-correction schemes that apply to arbitrary distance-three and -five codes, and require, respectively, O(log w) and O(w) ancilla qubits, where w is the maximum stabilizer generator weight. Their schemes are also non-adaptive but allow slow qubit reset; each ancilla qubit is measured only once at the end.
II. FAULT-TOLERANCE DEFINITIONS
We restrict to codes with odd distance d = 2t + 1. Faults can occur in elementary operations: single-qubit preparations and measurements, single-and two-qubit gates, and idle positions. Got10] ). An error-correction protocol is d-fault-tolerant (d-FT) if it satisfies 1. If the input has r errors and the protocol has s faults with r + s ≤ t, then the output is correctable by perfect decoding.
2. If the protocol has s faults with s ≤ t, then the output is at most s errors away from some codeword.
Our protocol measures one stabilizer generator at a time, like the schemes in Fig. 1 . The flag circuit uses one syndrome ancilla and one or more flag ancillas. If there are no faults, measuring the syndrome ancilla gives the syndrome, and the flag ancilla measurement outcomes will be trivial.
Definition 2. A flag syndrome-measurement circuit is d-FT if any k ≤ t faults result in at most k data errors, after corrections based on the flag pattern.
For example, the circuit in Fig. 1(b) is 3-FT for a weight-four stabilizer. An important observation is that one can construct a d-FT error-correction protocol by measuring one stabilizer generator at a time, each using a d-FT flag circuit. Indeed, d-FT circuits automatically guarantee condition 1 of Def. 1. One way to achieve condition 2 is to keep measuring the syndromes until the same syndrome repeats consecutively a certain number of times without flags being triggered [Sho96] .
Notice that Def. 2 is stronger than that of a t-flag circuit, introduced by [CB18] , which guarantees a nontrivial flag pattern whenever s ≤ t faults result in more than s errors. (In particular, [CB18] gives a scheme for constructing a 2-flag circuit that requires five ancilla qubits; and gives a conjectured scheme for constructing a general t-flag circuit that requires w ancilla qubits.)
Denote by |f | the Hamming weight, and by f ⊕ g the bitwise XOR, of binary strings f and g. Single-qubit measurements in diagrams are all in the Z basis (|0 , |1 ).
III. SYNDROME MEASUREMENT FOR ANY STABILIZER CODE
In this section, we present a flag circuit that measures a stabilizer of an arbitrary distance-d code. Without loss of generality, we may take the stabilizer to be X ⊗w . Figure 2 illustrates the construction. A syndrome ancilla, initialized in |+ , is coupled to the w data qubits with CNOT gates. Each of these CNOT gates is protected by a different set of d − 1 flags. Between CNOT gates to the data, the flags are carefully transitioned-with flag j for the next CNOT turned on just before flag j for the previous CNOT is turned off, for j ∈ [d − 1]-so that there are always either d − 1 or d active flags, except at the very beginning and end. Observe that with fast qubit reset, this construction requires at most d flag ancillas, so d + 1 ancilla qubits total.
Conjecture 3. With appropriate correction rules based on the flag pattern, the procedure of Fig. 2 
is d-FT.
A stronger statement might also hold.
Based on computer analyses of circuits for d ∈ {3, 5, 7} (see Appendix A), it appears that the data CNOTs toward the beginning or end require fewer flags: 0, 1, 2, . . . , d − 2, d − 1, d − 1, . . . , d − 1, d − 2, . . . , 2, 1, 0 flags instead of always d − 1 flags. The first and last data CNOTs require no flag protection because a syndrome-ancilla fault immediately before or after these gates can propagate to an error of weight only 0 or 1. Moving toward the middle, the number of flags needed then steadily increases up to a maximum of d − 1. Figure 3 shows an example, with w = 10 and d = 5.
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Lemma 4. The modified procedure, with (d+1) 2 /4 initial flag rounds and appropriate correction rules, is d-FT.
Let us first give some intuition. Distinguish possible circuit faults into syndrome faults and flag faults. Syndrome faults cause X faults on the syndrome ancilla; they can spread to correlated data errors. Flag faults are measurement faults on flag ancillas; they do not spread to the data. A syndrome fault can trigger d − 1 or d flags, as in Fig. 4 , or < d − 1 flags on the left and right boundaries, as in Fig. 2(a) . The motivation for the initial flag rounds is so that our correction algorithm, which works from left to right, does not need to account for left boundary conditions.
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Z c 6 S j 6 9 9 7 9 T z 7 9 b K v 3 4 P P + F 1 9 + 9 f U 3 D x 9 9 e 6 6 K S j I 4 Y 0 V W y I u E K s i 4 g D P N d Q Y X p Q S a J x m 8 T 2 6 O X P z 9 line, so that successive flags cover consecutive intervals of length 1/(d − 1); then each syndrome fault flips an interval of length one. The up to t flag faults can further flip intervals with total length up to t d−1 = 1/2. As shown in Fig. 5 , the pattern of triggered flags depends on how the flipped intervals overlap. The correction algorithm needs to use the observed flags to deduce the approximate locations of the syndrome faults. It does not need to determine the exact locations because all that matters is how the faults propagate to data-qubit errors, via the upward data CNOTs located at integers on the line. Also, an even number of syndrome faults with overlapping intervals, as on the left side of Fig. 5 , does not require any data correction for fault tolerance.
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Proof of Lemma 4. We will give an explicit correction algorithm and then analyze it inductively.
Since a syndrome fault can trigger flags in up to two consecutive flag rounds, with at least t(t − 1 + 2) + t = t(t + 2) initial flag rounds, there must be at least one sequence of at least t consecutive flag rounds in which no flags are triggered. Call this sequence the "start" rounds. Furthermore, the correction algorithm can identify start rounds without knowing the fault locations. (Although faults can cancel out, they cannot over such a long stretch. As on the right side of Fig. 5 , three syndrome faults cancel out over a length-one interval, more generally t faults can cancel out an interval of length at most t/2.) Having identified the start rounds, the algorithm discards all flags to their left. (Faults on the syndrome ancilla before it interacts with the data do not cause any data errors.)
For fault tolerance, it suffices to consider only syndrome and flag faults; any other fault either can be ignored or is equivalent to a syndrome or flag fault. Divide the faults after the start rounds into three sets: set F of flag faults, set S d of syndrome faults flipping exactly d flags, and set S d−1 of syndrome faults either flipping d − 1 flags or on the last round. They satisfy |F | + |S d | + |S d−1 | ≤ t. For instance, a Y Y fault on a data CNOT is in S d−1 . Now we specify our correction algorithm, and then prove that syndrome measurement is d-fault tolerant.
The algorithm will work through the flags from the start rounds on, from left to right, interpreting one round of d−1 flags at a time. Denote by f 1 , f 2 , . . . ∈ {0, 1} 2t the rounds of flags after the start rounds, f being the flags around data (or dummy) CNOT , as in Fig. 6 . Let Ω be the rightmost nontrivial round, and define ε ∈ {0, 1} 2t , |ε| = 1 as the rightmost nontrivial flag of f Ω . m 0 0 2t for i = 1, 2, . . . , ⌦ do m i m i 1 f i if |m i | > t or (i = ⌦, |m i | = t, |m i "| > t) then m i m i 1 2t Apply X to data CNOT targets from i onwards corner-case fix
The algorithm deals with each round in the same way except round Ω. When i = Ω and |m i | = t, the corner-case fix effectively flips the rightmost nontrivial flag ε.
The proof proceeds by incorporating faults one at a time but with Ω and ε fixed. We compare the algorithm's behavior before and after each fault is incorporated. For fault tolerance, we argue that the residual data errors after the corrections never outnumber the current faults.
Split each fault in S d into a d − 1 bit syndrome fault, plus one extra flag fault at the end. That is, define F to be the union of F and the rightmost bits from S d , and let S be the union of S d−1 and remaining parts of S d . (Thus, |F | = |F | + |S d |, |S| = |S d−1 | + |S d |.)
For the base case, we consider all the faults in F with no data errors. Define r 1 , . . . , r Ω ∈ {0, 1} 2t as the flag patterns flipped by faults in F . In subsequent inductive steps, we add faults in S, from left to right, one at a time. Suppose the added fault s occurs between data CNOTs and + 1, causing data errors P X +1 X +2 · · · for some P ∈ {I, X, Y, Z}. We will prove, by induction in s, that for all i ≥ + 1, the value of m i when the algorithm finishes satisfies m i = i j=1 r j . (For the base case, set = 0.)
Consider the base case of faults in F . Then f i = r i . We claim that m i = i j=1 r j . This is clear since i j=1 r j ≤ |F | ≤ t and so corrections are never triggered except possibly at round Ω. If |m Ω−1 ⊕ r Ω | = t, then necessarily S d−1 = ∅ and the flag ε is attributed to the rightmost fault in F . In particular, |m Ω ⊕ ε| = t − 1. Therefore, |m i | or |m Ω ⊕ ε| never exceeds t, and the algorithm applies no corrections, as desired. Now consider adding a syndrome fault s ∈ S, between data CNOTs and + 1. Define f i and m i as the pa- (Recall that Ω and ε are fixed.) Beyond , the following observation will essentially finish the proof.
Observation. In exactly one of the two rounds i = and + 1 the algorithm changes its behavior: either applying the correction when it did not before, or vice versa. The algorithm's behavior remains unchanged for i ≥ + 2.
Since s flips 2t flags, we have
Note that m ⊕ m −1 ⊕ f ∈ {1 2t , 0 2t }, depending on whether in round , X data corrections are applied or not.
To show the observation, we consider all possible scenarios.
1. m ⊕ m −1 ⊕ f = m ⊕ m −1 ⊕ f , i.e., the correction behavior changes at round . Since m −1 = m −1 , we have m ⊕ f ⊕ m ⊕ f = 1 2t . Adding Eq. (1), m ⊕ f +1 = m ⊕ f +1 , and the algorithm's behavior does not change from round + 1 on. In particular, for i ≥ + 1, still m i = m i = i j=1 r j . The change of corrections X X +1 · · · leaves at most one data error P X , as desired.
2. m ⊕ m −1 ⊕ f = m ⊕ m −1 ⊕ f , i.e., the correction behavior does not change at round . Adding m −1 = m −1 and Eq. (1) gives m ⊕ f +1 ⊕(m ⊕f +1 ) = 1 2t . We claim the correction behavior changes at round +1, and so the change of corrections X +1 X +2 · · · leaves at most one data error P , as desired.
(a) m ⊕ f +1 = t. Then one of the terms m ⊕ f +1 and m ⊕f +1 has weight > t and the other < t. The correction behavior changes in round +1. Thus, we have m +1 ⊕m +1 = ( m ⊕ f +1 )⊕(m ⊕f +1 )⊕1 2t = 0 2t and so m i = m i = i j=1 r j for i ≥ + 1. (b) m ⊕ f +1 = t. Then | m +1 | = t. Then since m +1 = +1 j=1 r j and +1 j=1 r j ≤ |F |, we have S d−1 = ∅. Therefore, + 1 = Ω and the cornercase fix is triggered in round + 1, both with and without s. Since m ⊕ f +1 ⊕ (m ⊕ f +1 ) = 1 2t and |ε| = 1, |ε ⊕ m ⊕ f +1 | , ε ⊕ m ⊕ f +1 = {t − 1, t + 1}. As one of the terms has weight > t, the correction behavior changes in round + 1.
When s occurs after the last data CNOT, it can flip fewer than 2t flags-but since it causes no data errors, it can be ignored.
Note that when the algorithm finishes |m Ω | is a lower bound of the number of faults that have occurred in the syndrome-measurement circuit. This information, combined with the measured syndrome, can be used to reduce the number of repetitions of syndrome measurements in a d-FT error-correction protocol [Sho96, Zal97, CB18].
Intuitively, it seems that our protocol might be optimal in the required number of ancilla qubits. Consider a general flag error-correction protocol that applies to arbitrary stabilizer codes. In particular, if the number of ancillas consumed is independent of the stabilizer weight w, then when w d there exists an ancilla α coupled via CNOTs with a subset of d relevant data qubits. A fault on α can result in disastrous correlated errors. Hence the flags triggered by such a fault, corrupted by up to t − 1 flag faults, should be distinguishable from a flag pattern with t flag faults. Thus α should be protected by at least (t − 1) + t + 1 = d − 1 flags. The number of flags protecting α changes by one at a time, so in order to keep at least d − 1 flags on it, at some time it is protected by d flags. In total, counting α, at least d + 1 ancillas are needed.
An open problem is to reduce or even remove the initial flag rounds while remaining d-FT, as in Conjecture 3. This might require drastically different correction rules. It would also be interesting to optimize our circuit construction and correction rules for specific code families, and qubit geometry and connectivity constraints.
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Appendix A: Computer search for correction rules
Given an arbitrary flag circuit that measures a stabilizer generator of a specific code, it is generally difficult to tell whether there exist correction rules to achieve fault tolerance. The pseudocode below runs a brute-force search for d-FT correction rules, given a flag circuit C as input. Again, the stabilizer is taken to be X ⊗w , without loss of generality.
In the pseudocode, flag and error denote the flag pattern and data error pattern resulting from a set of circuit faults, respectively.
Recall that C consists of only one syndrome ancilla, possibly multiple flag ancillas, and only CNOT gates. Any relevant fault in C is equivalent to some element of F, except for two-qubit faults on data CNOTs, with X on the control and P ∈ {I, X, Y, Z} on the target-we account for them with the subset F * .
D is a dictionary whose keys are possible flag patterns generated by combinations of at most t faults. For each key, we collect all possible afflicting fault combinations. There exist d-FT correction rules if and only if for each key-value pair (k, v) ∈ D there exist consistent corrections for fault combinations in v.
Specifically, for each F ∈ v, S F contains all the valid X data corrections for F , in form of binary strings. Indeed, Q = [w] \ Q contains all the data qubits whose errors are unknown Paulis, thus corrections on Q can be arbitrary. However, corrections on Q should remove sufficient errors so that the residual data error E Q has weight no greater than |F \ F * |.
Conditioned on success, the code returns a set R of valid correction rules indexed by the observed flag pattern.
Input: t, C Let: F = set of faults in C consisting of • X faults just before every data or flag CNOT control • X faults on every flag measurement Let: F ⇤ ✓ F be the faults before the data CNOT controls
return Fail
